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a b s t r a c t
P-to-s receiver functions mapped to depth through P and S body-wave tomography models image continuous 410 and 660 km discontinuities beneath the area covered by USArray prior to the year 2011. Mean depths
to the 410 and 660 km discontinuities of 410 and 656 km imply a mantle transition zone that is about 4 km
thicker than the global average and hence has a slightly cooler mean temperature and/or enhanced water
content. Compared to the mean 660 depth beneath this ~ 2000 km wide area, the 660 beneath the Yellowstone hotspot is deﬂected upward by 12–18 km over an area about 200 km wide. This is the most anomalous
shallowing of the 660 imaged and its horizontal extent is similar to the area where P and S tomography image
low-velocity mantle extending from the top of the transition zone to about 900 km depth. Together, these results indicate a high-temperature, plume-like upwelling extending across the 660. The depth of 410 km discontinuity beneath the Yellowstone region is within 5 km of the mean depth implying that the plume is
vertically heterogeneous and possibly discontinuous. Tomography indicates a similar vertically heterogeneous thermal plume. The irregular plume structure may be intrinsic to the dynamics of upwelling through
the transition zone, or distortion may be caused by subduction-induced mantle ﬂow. Topography of the 410
and 660 conﬁrms that subducted slabs beneath the western U.S. are highly segmented, as inferred from recent tomography studies. We ﬁnd no evidence of regionally pervasive velocity discontinuities between 750
and 1400 km depth. The plume's depth of origin within the lower mantle remains uncertain.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Plume and non-plume origins have been suggested for Yellowstone
hotspot volcanism because there are abundant observations that are
consistent with the existence of a deep thermal upwelling (e.g., Smith
et al., 2009) and also a similar abundance of observations that identify
strong roles for lithospheric extension and subduction induced return
ﬂow in generation of widespread intra-plate volcanism since the midMiocene (e.g., Carlson and Hart, 1987). An important question is whether such upper mantle inﬂuences produce Yellowstone hotspot volcanism in the absence of an active lower mantle upwelling (Christiansen
et al., 2002; Humphreys et al., 2000) or if they only serve to modulate
melting processes that are triggered and spatially focused by a narrow
active upwelling from the lower mantle. It is clear that Yellowstone hotspot activity occurs in the midst of tectonic conditions favorable to
intra-plate volcanism, as volcanic rocks with Miocene and younger
ages are distributed across much of western U.S. interior. Yet, Yellowstone hotspot volcanism stands out as exceptional within the western
U.S. volcanism. Its concentration of magmatic productivity since
13 Ma, propagation of large caldera-forming rhyolitic eruptions parallel
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to plate motion, correlation with a radially symmetric geoid high, and
elevated 3He/4He Ra suggest that it may have a unique and deeper origin relative to the other western U.S. intra-plate volcanic activity (Fig. 1;
Graham et al., 2009; Pierce and Morgan, 2009; Smith et al., 2009). New
opportunities to investigate the mantle processes active beneath Yellowstone are afforded by the deployment of EarthScope's USArray
(Fig. 1; www.earthscope.org).
Recent body-wave tomography using USArray data images low
seismic velocities extending into the top of lower mantle beneath
the Yellowstone hotspot (Burdick et al., 2009; James et al., 2011;
Obrebski et al., 2010; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010; Sigloch,
2011; Tian et al., 2011). However, there is no consensus as to whether this vertically irregular corridor of low-velocity mantle beneath
Yellowstone should be interpreted as a local hot upwelling from
the lower mantle. The proximity of high-velocity slabs motivates
suggestions that upwelling beneath Yellowstone may be a purely
upper mantle phenomenon driven by passive return ﬂow in response to subduction (Faccenna et al., 2010; James et al., 2011). Unlike the thermal plume interpretation, these interpretations of
Yellowstone's origin do not predict locally elevated temperature
anomalies at the 410 or 660.
Seismically imaging mantle transition zone (MTZ) discontinuity topography provides a complementary means of evaluating whether a
high-temperature anomaly is present across the lower–upper mantle
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Fig. 1. Geography of the study area and geophysical and volcanic context for the Yellowstone hotspot. A) Map of the 2244 broadband seismic stations (black triangles) used for receiver
function imaging. B) Locations of Quaternary volcanism (red dots) in the western U.S. from the NAVDAT database (Walker et al., 2004). The Cascades arc and Jemez lineament volcanic
provinces discussed in the text (Section 4.2) are indicated (black ellipses). C) Geoid map (Smith and Milbert, 1999), which shows that the western U.S. lies within a broad geoid low and
has a local maximum centered near the 0.6 Ma Yellowstone caldera. D) Locations of mapped rhyolitic calderas of the Yellowstone hotspot track (black contours) including the most recent,
0.6 Ma Yellowstone caldera (red contour). The direction of North America plate motion (black arrow) is indicated (Smith et al., 2009).

boundary beneath Yellowstone. Prior to deployment of USArray, receiver
function imaging of the MTZ discontinuities in the Yellowstone region
found depression of the 410 km discontinuity (410) near a low–velocity
anomaly as expected for elevated temperatures. At this time, tomography
did not ﬁnd (and could not resolve) a low-velocity anomaly extending
across the 660 km discontinuity (660), and receiver function imaging
did not ﬁnd an upward deﬂection of the 660, as would be expected for elevated temperatures (Fee and Dueker, 2004; Waite et al., 2006; Yuan and
Dueker, 2005). Additionally, the location of the depressed 410 and correlative low-velocity anomaly in these studies is inconsistent with that of
the low-velocity anomaly found in the MTZ by more recent tomography,
which includes USArray and Yellowstone regional data (Schmandt and
Humphreys, 2010). The more recent results have superior resolution at
MTZ depths as a result of the wider aperture coverage including >1300
new broadband stations.
In this study, we re-evaluate MTZ topography beneath the Yellowstone region, exploiting the complementary constraints of receiver
functions from a dense wide-aperture array and the most complete
3-D P and S tomography models of the regional mantle. The primary
new result is that the most upwarped patch of the 660 beneath USArray
is centered about 75 km northeast of the 0.6 Ma Yellowstone caldera
and coincides with the area where P and S tomography image lowvelocities that extend from the MTZ down into the lower mantle. This
suggests that Yellowstone hotspot volcanism is causally related to an
active lower mantle upwelling.
2. Data and methods
The receiver function method (Langston, 1979; Vinnik, 1977) is
used to isolate P-to-s (Ps) scattering from mantle discontinuities.

The raw data are three-component broadband seismogram segments
of 450 s duration centered on teleseismic P arrivals from earthquakes
with Mb > 5.6 and epicentral distances of 35–95°. These data were acquired from the IRIS DMC. In addition to data recorded by long-term
networks and USArray, we use data from several dense PASSCAL arrays (Table 1 in Online Supplement) deployed over the past two decades for a total of 2244 stations. The three-component traces are
rotated into P, SV, SH coordinates (Vinnik, 1977), and culled to isolate
source–receiver pairs with good signal to noise ratio on both the P
and SV components. The signal to noise criterion requires the ratio
of the root-mean-square (RMS) amplitudes to be >3 for 4 s window
compared to a 16 s window. Selected traces are aligned on the Pcomponent arrival by multi-channel cross-correlation (VanDecar
and Crosson, 1990).
A multi-channel spectral deconvolution method (Hansen and
Dueker, 2009; Mercier et al., 2006) is used to separate the source
waveform and the three-component (P, SV, SH) receiver functions.
This deconvolution method is described in prior publications (Baig
et al., 2005; Hansen and Dueker, 2009; Mercier et al., 2006) and briefly outlined here. A log-spectral least squares inversion is used to solve
for the amplitude spectra of the sources and receiver functions
(Mercier et al., 2006). With only the raw waveform data this inverse
problem is under-determined so we augment (regularize) it with initial estimates of the source amplitude spectra. These initial estimates
are calculated for each earthquake by ﬁtting the observed P–SV crossspectra with smooth spline functions and stacking across regional
sub-arrays. Sub-arrays with 6–8° aperture, rather than the entire operational USArray, are used for estimation of source spectra to avoid
source radiation pattern modulation and other large distance variations. To exploit redundant sampling of similar source–receiver
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geometries, the sources recorded by each station are binned by ray
parameter (0.0035 s/km) and back-azimuth (10°) so that a single estimate of the three-component receiver function is obtained for each
source bin. Because most stations operated for only 0.75–2 years the
mean number of events per bin is 1.8, but source bins that sample
high seismicity regions often include >5 events. The least-squares inversion only separates the amplitude spectra of the source and receiver functions. In order to recover their respective phase spectra, the Pcomponent receiver function is assumed to be minimum phase
(Bostock, 2004) and Kolmogorov spectral factorization is applied to
construct a set of sequential all-pass ﬁlters that recover the phase
spectra of the two transverse component (SV, SH) receiver functions
(Mercier et al., 2006). In this paper, we present the SV component receiver functions, which we bandpass ﬁlter between 50 s and 4 s.
A time versus ray-parameter (T–p) image made from 111,820 SV
component receiver functions illuminates Ps scattering from several
near-horizontal velocity discontinuities, but also includes interference owing to later arriving PP and PcP phases (Fig. 2). A 1-D reference model was constructed that ﬁts the arrival times of primary Ps
phases as rendered in the T-p image. This reference model uses the
mean of the TNA (Grand and Helmberger, 1984) and AK135
(Kennett et al., 1995) VS models with a corresponding VP model created using the VP/VS values of AK135. The timing of P410s and P660s
phases depends on both the depth to the discontinuity and the pathintegrated VP and VS above the discontinuity. Hence, accurate VP and
VS models are required to isolate true discontinuity topography.
Receiver functions are mapped to position in the mantle using our
3-D VP and VS tomography models, which are slightly updated versions of those presented by Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010 and include USArray data up to June, 2011. The increase in data coverage
adds some near-horizontal rays that sample the Yellowstone region
at >700 km depth, but there are no dramatic changes in the Yellowstone low-velocity structure. The updated tomography inversions
used the aforementioned TNA/AK135 hybrid reference model, but
the change in reference model has little effect on the tomographically
imaged structure because only teleseismic paths and relative traveltimes are used. Receiver function Ps times are mapped to depth by
extracting the VP and VS structure along the P and PDs (D denotes discontinuity depth) ray paths in the tomography models and inserting
the velocities in the 1-D spherical PDs moveout equation. To avoid
depth bias for the MTZ discontinuities a plane wave approximation
is not used and instead we use a table of spherical PDs ray-parameter
values (Eagar et al., 2010; Lawrence and Shearer, 2006a). Because
the tomography models account well for observed arrival time variations (variance reduction >70%) our VP and VS travel-time corrections
are considered to be very accurate.
Distributing the value of each SV component receiver function
over the width of its ﬁrst Fresnel zone (dominant period of 5 s) is
used to create a common conversion point (CCP) image volume
(Dueker and Sheehan, 1997). The value of the CCP image in each
0.5° wide voxel is a weighted average with the receiver function
weight normalized to be equal to unity within one half of the ﬁrst
Fresnel zone radius (RF1) from the PDs ray path and linearly decreasing to zero at RF1. Typical RF1 dimensions are 95–135 km in the MTZ,
depending on depth and epicentral distance. Similar weighted CCP
approaches are commonly applied (Cao and Levander, 2010; Eagar
et al., 2010; Lekic et al., 2011). The CCP stack uses only the portion
of the receiver function prior to the PP arrival. Consequently, all the
receiver functions contribute to the CCP stack at depths of b660 km
but at 1400 km only 30% of them contribute.
To construct maps of the 410 and 660 interfaces from the CCP
image, the depths of these two discontinuities are picked in each vertical column. The maximum value within a 70 km vertical window
about the mean depth of each discontinuity (410 km, 656 km) is selected as the depth estimate. Bootstrap re-sampling of the image provides an estimate of discontinuity topography uncertainty in the
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Fig. 2. Time versus ray-parameter (T-p) image and depth-migrated cumulative stack.
A) Speciﬁc Ps and direct teleseismic phases are labeled, including Ps scattering from
the Moho (M), lithospheric discontinuities (LD) (e.g., Fischer et al., 2010), 410, and
660. B) The cumulative depth-migrated stacks for 1-D (red) and 3-D (blue) velocity
models are shown. Amplitudes of P410s and P660s increase by 24% and 14%, respectively.
The increase in P410s and P660s amplitudes primarily results from the smaller standard
deviations of 410 and 660 topography for receiver functions mapped to depth with the
3-D velocity models (Fig. 4).

depth picks (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). Using 100 samples with
100% replacement the resulting 95% conﬁdence intervals of 410 and
660 depth estimates are generally ≤6 km.
3. Results
The T-p image in Fig. 2A summarizes Ps conversions created by velocity discontinuities beneath USArray. The bright arrivals spanning the entire ray parameter range at 45–50 s and at 67–75 s exhibit the increase in
arrival time with ray parameter expected for P410s and P660s. A cumulative stack of receiver functions mapped to depth shows these two prominent arrivals that bound the MTZ and also a local maxima near 520 km
depth that may represent the 520 km discontinuity (Fig. 2B; Shearer,
1990). The 520 is routinely isolated by stacking SS and PP precursors
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2010; Vinnik et al., 2010) and, to a lesser extent, within the MTZ
(Jasbinsek et al., 2010; Schmandt et al., 2011), but the depths of these
discontinuities and their regional prevalence varies greatly. Scattering
from discontinuities that are sporadically present or exhibit large lateral
variations in depth will not stack coherently in our cumulative receiver
function T–p image and must be investigated in a more regionalized
manner, such as with CCP imaging.
Consistent with the T–p image the CCP images show nearly ﬂat
P410s and P660s horizons that are continuous across the image volume and a lack of laterally coherent arrivals beneath the MTZ
(Fig. 3). Negative polarity arrivals adjacent to and within the MTZ
are particularly prevalent beneath the Great Plains region and more
sporadically present beneath the Cordillera. Some noteworthy deﬂections of the 410 and 660 are shown in Fig. 3B,D, which focuses on the
region near the Yellowstone hotspot. Beneath Yellowstone the 660 is
clearly deﬂected upward and the overlying 410 is approximately ﬂat.
The upward deﬂection of the 660 is centered northeast of the Yellowstone caldera by ~ 75 km. West of Yellowstone an upward deﬂection
of the 410 is found beneath western Idaho, similar to earlier studies
using USArray data (Fig. 3B; Cao and Levander, 2010; Eagar et al.,
2010). In this study, we focus on our new results, which place Yellowstone mantle structure in a broad context including the U.S. Cordillera
and a large portion of tectonically stable North America.
The depth distributions of 410 and 660 depths demonstrate the importance of lateral velocity variations in mapping MTZ discontinuity topography (Fig. 4). When correcting for P and S tomography structure
the standard deviations of 410 and 660 depths are 6.8 km and 5.1 km,

(e.g., Lawrence and Shearer, 2006b), but not imaged in global receiver
function stacks (Chevrot et al., 1999; Lawrence and Shearer, 2006a;
Tauzin et al., 2008). In addition to the P410s arrival we ﬁnd a weaker Ps
arrival that has decreasing arrival time with ray parameter as expected
for the free-surface reﬂected and back-scattered Pp410s phase (Fig. 2).
Use of both forward-scattered and back-scattered phases from the MTZ
will be the subject of future investigations, and at present detection of
Pp410s is noted to indicate that the quantity of data and deconvolution
method employed can isolate this weak signal (~0.5–1% of P) associated
with three transits through the upper 410 km. Arrivals displaying the
moveout (relative to P) expected for Ps scattering from horizontal discontinuities at depths greater than 750 km are not observed.
Negative polarity arrivals adjacent to the P410s and P660s are observed, but are not coherent across the range of ray parameters
(Fig. 2). Deconvolution and ﬁltering induced side-lobes are estimated
to have mean amplitude of 26% of their main pulse amplitude and
should be coherent across the ray parameter range and hence sidelobes do not provide an adequate explanation for these arrivals. Sidelobe amplitude is estimated from the zero-lag arrival on the Pcomponent receiver functions. Prior to the P410s arrival and after P660s
the negative polarity segments of the depth-migrated stack show a
more complex shape than a simple side-lobe indicating that interference from additional scattered arrivals is likely. Previous western
North America studies using receiver functions and transition zone triplications identify velocity decreases with depth atop the MTZ (Eagar et
al., 2010; Gilbert et al., 2003; Jasbinsek and Dueker, 2007; Schaeffer and
Bostock, 2010; Schmandt et al., 2011; Song et al., 2004;Tauzin et al.,
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Yellowstone caldera.
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respectively. If lateral velocity variations are ignored these values increase to 11.7 km (+72%) and 9.0 km (+76%), respectively. Maps of
410 and 660 topography created using only the 1-D velocity model
show that the large lateral velocity contrast between the Cordillera
and stable interior dominates the pattern of discontinuity topography
(Fig. 5). In this case, both the 410 and 660 are anomalously deep in
the southwest U.S. and shallow beneath the northeastern portion of
the study region. The effect of lateral velocity variations on transition
zone thickness is relatively subtle (Fig. 6) because MTZ thickness is
less sensitive to the large lateral velocity variations in the uppermost
mantle. Accurately mapping P410s and P660s to depth depends on
the accuracy of the ray path integrated velocity structure above the discontinuities, but is little affected by the detailed velocity structure near
the discontinuities. Given the excellent crossing-ray coverage and high
variance reduction (P — 78%, S — 74%) of the tomography models we
can be conﬁdent they provide greatly improved estimates of the path
integrated velocity structure above the MTZ discontinuities.
The mean depths of the 410 and 660 are 410 km and 656 km, respectively, which are both within 3 km of a recent estimate of their
global mean values determined by forward modeling global datasets
of SS and PP precursors and Ps receiver functions (Lawrence and
Shearer, 2006a, 2006b). The corresponding mean MTZ thickness of
246 km is slightly greater than the estimated global mean of
241–2 km (Lawrence and Shearer, 2006a, 2006b). We ﬁnd greater
peak-to-peak variations for the 410 (44 km) compared to the 660
(32 km), and large (>15 km) deﬂections are found beneath both Cordilleran and stable interior regions. Topography of the 410 (Fig. 5)
shows that downward deﬂections of this discontinuity are much more

A

prevalent beneath the southwestern U.S. and west coast regions,
whereas 660 topography does not exhibit a similar correlation.
The greatest upward deﬂection of the 660 found beneath the
~2000 km aperture study region is centered approximately 75 km
northeast of the 0.6 Ma Yellowstone caldera (Fig. 5). A patch of the
660 that is 200–300 km wide is deﬂected upward by >12 km relative
to the mean, with the central portion being deﬂected upward by up to
18 km (638 km). Gathering receiver functions that pierce this upwarped patch of the 660 demonstrates that the CCP stack that accounts for VP and VS tomography structure yields simple P660s pulses
for receiver function stacks from separate groups of stations sampling
the discontinuity from the northwest and southeast (Fig. 7A–D). The
P660s maxima from these two groups are within 2 km. In contrast,
gathers of receiver functions mapped to depth using only the 1-D reference model yield P660s pulses at different depths for the southeast
and northwest station groups, including a bi-modal P660s pulse for
the southeast stack (Fig. 7E,F). The dramatic increase in consistency
of P660s pulses that sample the same region of the 660 but traverse
different upper mantle velocity structures is a strong indication that
improved estimates of discontinuity topography are obtained by
using the VP and VS tomography models.
4. Discussion
4.1. Interpretation of 410 and 660 topography
Temperature, bulk and volatile composition, and convection may all
give rise to topography of mantle phase transition and hence MTZ
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subducted beneath the west coast of North America since 200 Ma
(Engebretsen et al., 1985; Mueller et al., 2008), thus identifying a
major source of thermal and chemical heterogeneity. Knowledge of
the locations and continuity of subducted slabs beneath the western
U.S. is important context for the origin of Yellowstone hotspot volcanism because if an active lower mantle upwelling exists it would have
to interact with these structures. Cool temperatures of subducted
slabs are expected to decrease the depth of the 410 and increase the
depth of the 660, thus they should be manifest in our results.
Beneath the western portion of our study area, features of 410 and
660 topography consistent with cooler temperatures have been previously reported and primarily attributed to subducted slabs (Cao
and Levander, 2010; Eagar et al., 2010). Compared to prior studies,
the upward deﬂections of the 410 that we image beneath northern
Nevada and northern Idaho are similar in geometry but often have
smaller magnitude (Fig. 5). Nearby depressions of the 660 were also

4.2. Segmented slabs in the MTZ
Plate convergence in global plate tectonic reconstructions implies
that >5000 km (trench-normal length) of ocean lithosphere has
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discontinuities, but temperature variations are generally thought to be
the most important inﬂuence on topography of the 410 and 660 and
their effect currently is the best constrained (Helffrich, 2000). In the following discussion, features of 410 and 660 topography will be ﬁrst considered in the context of thermal variations using Clapeyron slopes of
3.6 to 4 MPa/K for the olivine-to-wadsleyite transition at the 410
(Katsura et al., 2004; Morishima et al., 1994) and −1 to −2 MPa/K
for the postspinel phase transition at the 660 (Fei et al., 2004; Katsura
et al., 2003). Subsequently, the potential inﬂuences of non-thermal effects will be discussed acknowledging that these inﬂuences are not as
well constrained.
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Fig. 6. MTZ thickness map. The MTZ thickness map obtained by accounting for 3-D VP and VS tomography is shown in A and the map obtained using only a 1-D velocity model is shown in B.
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that are only 2 km apart (black dashed lines). Additionally both P660s maxima in C and D are clearly shallower than the mean 660 depth (black solid lines). The gathers mapped to
depth with only the 1-D velocity model are shown in E and F, and these exhibit different P660s pulse shapes and maximal depths despite sampling the 660 in the same location. The
SE gather in F has a bi-modal P660s pulse, which does not exist in the SE gather mapped to depth using the tomography models. These results indicate that the tomography models
account well for lateral velocity variations because P660s pulses originating from the same portion of the 660 are expected to be consistent.

previously detected, though Cao and Levander (2010) found greater
depression of the 660 beneath Utah. Agreement between the MTZ topography presented here and that of Cao and Levander (2010) is
poorest near the eastern edge of their image, which is most simply
explained by much less USArray data being available at the time
their results were processed. In addition to these previously detected
features, we ﬁnd upward deﬂections of the 410 beneath the northern
Great Plains and eastern Colorado and eastern New Mexico and depression of the 660 beneath Nebraska and Kansas (Fig. 5). Given the
tectonic history of western North America we suggest subduction as
the primary source for these volumes of cool mantle beneath the continental interior, though additional smaller contributions from cold
downwellings of continental lithosphere are plausible.
A subduction origin for the newly detected deﬂections of the 410
and 660 beneath the Great Plains agrees well with Sigloch (2011),
who inferred from tomography that some subducted segments remain in the upper mantle beneath the Great Plains while other, presumably older, slabs that lie farther west have already sunk beneath
the 660. The updated tomography models herein signiﬁcantly reﬁne
the geometry of the high-velocity features beneath the Great Plains

with >3 years of additional USArray data compared to Sigloch
(2011) (Fig. 8). Generally, we do not favor a continental lithosphere
origin for these features at 300–700 km depth because surface wave
tomography and heat ﬂow of the Great Plains imply that a thick
(~200 km) lithosphere remains intact beneath most of the region
(Pollack et al., 1993; Yuan et al., 2011). However, destabilization of
continental lithosphere may explain the uplifted 410 beneath eastern
New Mexico as tomographic imaging and waveform modeling suggest downwelling of depleted lithosphere near the southern end of
the 410 upwarp (Gao et al., 2004; Song and Helmberger, 2007).
The magnitude of MTZ topography associated with these features
includes upward deﬂections of the 410 by ~15–25 km and downward
deﬂections of the 660 by ~ 8–15 km. Using the Clapeyron slopes mentioned in Section 4.1 we illustrate the implications of a purely thermal
interpretation. Predicted thermal anomalies are 140–255 K and
160–590 K for the 410 and the 660, respectively. A standard
geotherm for oceanic lithosphere and conductive warming in the
mantle suggests 200–350 K thermal anomalies for slabs subducted
since 50 Ma. More sophisticated models of b40 Ma western U.S. subduction predict similar thermal variations (Liu and Stegman, 2011).
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Fig. 8. Tomography maps. VP and VS tomography maps at 410 km (A,B), 660 km (C,D), and 800 km (E,F) are shown, with the color scale indicated at the bottom of each column. The
tomography models are a slight update of those presented by Schmandt and Humphreys (2010) and they use the 1-D reference model described in Section 2.

The overlap in the ranges of temperature estimates for 410 and 660 is
similar to the low end of expected temperature reductions for slabs
(160–255 K), but large portions of the ranges are mutually exclusive.
Relative to geodynamic expectations, purely thermal interpretations
of 410 topography range from consistent to too small, whereas interpretations of 660 topography range from consistent to too large. Consequently, we suggest that factors other than temperature variations
in pyrolite mantle are likely manifest in our detailed results, but to
ﬁrst order thermal interpretations are valid.
Can variations in volatile or bulk composition or the effects of vertical mantle ﬂow lead to more satisfactory interpretations of MTZ topography associated with slabs? It is not clear whether slabs
efﬁciently transport water into the MTZ (Green et al., 2010; Richard
et al., 2006), and, if they do, high water content is expected to change
410 and 660 depths in the same direction as cooler temperatures
(Frost and Dolejs, 2007; Litasov et al., 2005; Smyth and Frost, 2002).

Consequently, this effect cannot account for inconsistency in the
magnitude of temperature variations inferred from the 410 and 660
unless slabs have greater water content at the 660 compared to the
410. We cannot rule out contributions to MTZ topography from
water content in slabs (e.g., Cao and Levander, 2010), yet we note
that invoking slab hydration in addition to temperature would not
lead to better agreement between our results and thermal models
of subduction (e.g., Liu and Stegman, 2011). In contrast, iron depletion of oceanic mantle lithosphere may offset thermal uplift of the
410 by as much as 7–10 km (Fei and Bertka, 1999), which could explain 410 uplift often being smaller than expected. Depending on
local temperature and aluminum content, stabilization of additional
phases near 660 km could affect imaged topography (Weidner and
Wang, 1998), but we do not image multiple sharp velocity increases
near 660 so the importance of this possibility is unclear. Vertical
ﬂow in the form of sinking slabs could modulate 410 and 660
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topography provided that propagation of phase transformations is
slower than ﬂow rates (Solomatov and Stevenson, 1994). In general,
downward ﬂow of cool masses would damp topography of the 410
and amplify topography of the 660. Thus, kinetic effects could potentially explain underestimation of slab thermal perturbations at 410
and overestimation at 660, but if the regional MTZ is hydrated then
phase transition kinetics will be too rapid to inﬂuence discontinuity
topography (Diedrich et al., 2009; Kubo et al., 2004).
Our imaged MTZ topography supports the common inference
from tomography that subducted slabs beneath the western U.S. are
highly segmented (Burdick et al., 2009; James et al., 2011; Obrebski
et al., 2010; Roth et al., 2008; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010;
Sigloch et al., 2008; Tian et al., 2011), as our discontinuity maps do
not ﬁnd continuous trench-parallel belts where the 410 is uplifted
and the 660 is depressed. Additionally, if horizontal distance from
the trench is taken as an indication of slab age then it appears that
some slabs subducted about 50 Ma remain in the upper mantle beneath the Great Plains while some younger slabs have already sunk
through the 660 beneath the Cordillera (e.g., Sigloch et al., 2008).
The segmented state of slabs beneath the western U.S. and their apparently variable sinking rates make it difﬁcult to infer the mantle
ﬂow ﬁeld from tomography in a simple manner. This regional context
is germane to understanding the origin of the Yellowstone hotspot
because any potential active upwelling from the lower mantle must
interact with this tectonically driven ﬂow ﬁeld and ascend through
a gap between slab fragments prior to impinging upon the base of
North America.
4.3. Hot mantle beneath Yellowstone
The origin of intra-plate volcanism, high heat ﬂow, and high elevation in the western U.S. is a subject of considerable scrutiny and debate. Both active lower mantle upwellings (Suppe et al., 1975) and
lateral displacement of North America over hot upper mantle of the
East Paciﬁc Rise (EPR) region (Cook, 1969; McKee, 1971) are longstanding suggestions. Geodynamic studies have also suggested that
long-wavelength lower mantle upwelling may underlie the northern
EPR itself (Forte et al., 2010). The new MTZ topography maps cover a
large portion of the North America mantle, allowing the mantle structure beneath regions intra-plate volcanism to be viewed in a greater
context than previously possible. This provides an opportunity to
re-evaluate the relative importance of tectonic processes and active
lower mantle upwellings for late Cenozoic western U.S. magmatic
activity.
High temperature regions should exhibit depression of the 410
and upward deﬂection of the 660 (Fei et al., 2004; Katsura et al.,
2003). Our mean MTZ thickness being ~4 km greater than global estimates (Section 3) suggests slightly cool mean MTZ temperature beneath the study area, but also isolated regions of high temperatures.
The three most prominent examples are: upward 660 deﬂection of
≤18 km beneath the Yellowstone region, 410 depression of ≤14 km
beneath the southern Cascades arc, and upward 660 deﬂection of
≤10 km beneath the Jemez volcanic lineament (Fig. 5). The Yellowstone and southern Cascades deﬂections are associated with a thin
MTZ, whereas a broad elevated region of the 410 beneath New
Mexico and Colorado results in MTZ thickness near the mean value
beneath the Jemez lineament (Figs. 5, 6). In the southwestern U.S.,
smaller amplitude topography (~ 5 km) of the 410 and, to a lesser
extent, the 660 is consistent with a broadly distributed warm region
where the MTZ is generally 6–10 km thinner than the mean. Other
Quaternary intra-plate volcanic ﬁelds are underlain by MTZ topography consistent with normal or relatively cool temperatures.
That the three most prominent features of MTZ topography consistent with high temperatures underlie Quaternary volcanic ﬁelds
suggests causal relationships with heat sources in the MTZ or top of
the lower mantle. Lack of vertical continuity between the 410 and

660 may result from mantle ﬂow related to subduction and plate motion, or in cases where only 410 topography is anomalous upwelling
may originate within the MTZ. For instance, the 410 depression beneath the southern Cascades could result from ascent of Paciﬁc mantle stimulated by rollback of the Gorda slab, which extends
continuously to only about 300 km depth where it is separated from
deeper slabs (Chu et al., 2012; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010). Tomographic images of low-velocity mantle adjacent to the Gorda slab
support the presence of high temperatures near 400 km depth and
such an anomaly is weak or absent near 660 km (Fig. 8; Schmandt
and Humphreys, 2010; Xue and Allen, 2007). Additionally, compositional variations in southern Cascades volcanics have been attributed
to upward ﬂow of hot dry mantle (Elkins-Tanton et al., 2001). The location of the Jemez lineament correlates remarkably with a northeast
trending 660 upwarp, but a correlative low-velocity anomaly is not
imaged by tomography, making this feature difﬁcult to interpret.
The 660 upwarp beneath the Yellowstone region is the largest in amplitude and is accompanied by tomographically imaged lowvelocities extending to about 900 km depth (Fig. 8; James et al.,
2011; Obrebski et al., 2010; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010;
Sigloch, 2011; Tian et al., 2011). Together, these features strongly suggest active upwelling of hot lower mantle.
Among regions of intra-plate volcanism in the western U.S. the
mantle structure beneath the Yellowstone hotspot track is unique
and bears the strongest indications of active upwelling. In the shallow
upper mantle (b150 km) seismic velocities beneath the eastern Snake
River Plain (SRP) and Yellowstone caldera are the lowest in the western U.S. with VS from surface wave (Lin et al., 2011) and body wave
tomography ≤3.9 km/s. The ratio of VS and VP anomalies, often referred to as R = dlnVS/dlnVP, in body-wave tomography shows high
R-values of 2.3–2.5 extending to 160–195 km depth beneath Yellowstone caldera and the easternmost SRP, which is consistent with
melting at greater depth beneath this region than any other western
U.S. volcanic ﬁeld (Cammarano et al., 2003; Hammond and
Humphreys, 2000; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010). The very low
VS and depth extent of high R-values indicate anomalously hot
upper mantle rather than passive upwelling alone. Upward deﬂection
of the 660 and the corridor of low-velocities extending to ~ 900 km
depth in USArray tomography models also are not explained by passive upwelling (e.g., Faccenna et al., 2010). This low-velocity anomaly
is unlikely to be an artifact of a biased reference model because mean
MTZ velocities beneath the western U.S. in global models range from
slightly high (~ 1–2%) to globally nominal values (e.g., Lebedev and
van der Hilst, 2008).
Using the Clapeyron slopes mentioned in Section 4.1, the
12–18 km deﬂection of the 660 corresponds to temperature increases
of 235–700 K relative to the western U.S. mean. Body-wave tomography results predict temperature perturbations of 145–245 K at
600–700 km depth assuming Qs = 300 (Dziewonski and Anderson,
1981) and the anelastic derivatives of Karato (1993). The difference
between estimates suggests that factors in addition to temperature
contribute to the 660 upwarp beneath the Yellowstone region or
that the true postspinel Clapeyron slope in the western U.S. mantle
is less than −1 MPa/K. These temperature estimates are expected to
be higher than typical estimates of uppermost mantle plume excess
temperatures (e.g., Putirka, 2008) for two reasons. First, cooling during plume ascent from 660 km to b100 km depth (where most melting occurs) will reduce the temperature contrast with ambient
mantle by ~25% (Leng and Zhong, 2008). Second, the mean MTZ
thickness beneath the western U.S. being ~4 km greater than the
global mean suggesting that a small portion of the 660 upwarp may
be attributed to cool surrounding mantle.
Non-thermal factors may be able to reconcile the unreasonably
high maximum estimate of temperature beneath Yellowstone if the
true post-spinel Clapeyron slope is near −1 MPa/K. A portion of the
660 upwarp beneath the Yellowstone region could be explained by
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the ascent of relatively dry lower mantle into an MTZ that has been
hydrated by subduction (Litasov et al., 2005). Water solubility in the
nominally anhydrous minerals of the MTZ is greater than that in the
lower mantle by about an order of magnitude (Inoue et al., 2010;
Kohlstedt et al., 1996; Murakami et al., 2002), but uncertainty in the
water content that is actually present precludes robust interpretation
of this effect (Green et al., 2010; Karato, 2011; Yoshino et al., 2008).
Kinetic effects owing to vertical mantle ﬂow will be relatively small
in high temperature upwellings compared to cold slabs, but may be
possible (Solomatov and Stevenson, 1994). In general, subtle effects
on 660 topography must be better constrained if the true postspinel
Clapeyron slope is near −1 MPa/K because a contribution of only
3 km would change the temperature estimate by >100 K.
Acknowledging the many uncertainties in estimating mantle temperature, we suggest that maximum temperatures near the 660 beneath Yellowstone are ~200–300 K higher than the western U.S.
MTZ mean. Such temperatures could simultaneously satisfy VP and
VS tomography and 660 topography, depending on the true postspinel Clapeyron slope and the importance of non-thermal effects.
Higher temperature contrasts would likely imply absolute temperatures >1800 K, at which the majorite-to-perovskite transformation
is expected to be dominant and depression rather than shallowing
of the discontinuity would be expected (Hirose, 2002). Based on the
petrology of SRP basalts and tomography models that pre-date USArray, Leeman et al. (2009) infer a maximum excess temperature of
150 K at 70–100 km depth. Our temperature estimates at 660 corresponds to similar to somewhat greater excess temperatures of
~ 150–225 K at the same depth if we account for cooling during ascent
from 660 (Leng and Zhong, 2008).
Within the lower mantle the depth of origin for the hot mantle
extending across the 660 beneath Yellowstone remains uncertain.
Plumes are expected to nucleate from thermal boundary layers, and
the lack of global mid-mantle seismic discontinuities (Castle and
van der Hilst, 2003; Vidale et al., 2001) and continuity of some subducted slabs in the lower mantle (Grand, 2002; Li et al., 2008) suggest
that thermal boundary layers between the 660 and the D″ layer are
unlikely. Our receiver functions also do not detect seismic discontinuities deeper than the 660 beneath the Yellowstone region. Thus, we
favor a deep mantle origin and recognize that available USArray results can conﬁdently track the thermal anomaly to about 900 km
depth.
4.4. Pulsed upwelling
The absence of 410 deﬂection beneath the Yellowstone region and
the vertical heterogeneity of the low-velocity anomaly (James et al.,
2011; Obrebski et al., 2010; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010;
Sigloch, 2011; Tian et al., 2011) suggest signiﬁcant differences from
plumes generated in isolation of tectonically induced ﬂow patterns
and phase transitions (e.g., Lin and van Keken, 2006; Richards et al.,
1989). The origin of the plume's irregular form cannot be uniquely
determined from the seismic images, but we discuss effects that are
likely to contribute to plume distortion. Radial viscosity variations
(e.g., Hager and Richards, 1989) and mineral phase transitions
(Hirose, 2002; Nishiyama and Yagi, 2003) are 1-D aspects of mantle
structure that would tend to produce vertically heterogeneous
plumes. Decreased viscosity and/or increased buoyancy contrast as
the plume rises across the 660 are potential explanations for the
change in geometry found in tomography (Fig. 9).
Interaction with a background ﬂow-ﬁeld likely affects the structure of all plumes (Steinberger, 2000), and slab–plume interaction is
expected to be particularly important beneath Yellowstone (Geist
and Richards, 1993; Obrebski et al., 2010; Schmandt and Humphreys,
2010; Tian et al., 2011). Hence, plume disruption by segmented sinking slabs and related return ﬂow may cause the plume to be discontinuous as indicated by VP tomography (Fig. 9). The VS anomaly
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exhibits greater continuity from 250 to 400 km depth, but its amplitude is diminished. Thus, strict continuity or discontinuity of the hot
upwelling is not well constrained by the images, but the vertically
heterogeneous geometry and magnitude of the VP and VS anomalies
are quite similar (Fig. 9) and imply that a pulsating rather than uniform plume ﬂux will reach the base of the lithosphere.
If the imaged seismic structure is characteristic of earlier mantle
upwelling beneath the Yellowstone hotspot track, then manifestations of pulsing plume ﬂux in the geologic record may be expected.
It is noteworthy that the recurrence interval of caldera complex initiation along the Yellowstone hotspot track is ~3 m.y. and the recurrence interval of major caldera forming rhyolitic eruptions within
each complex is ~0.7 m.y. (Pierce and Morgan, 2009). Aside from
these discrete large-volume eruptions, overall productivity of the Yellowstone hotspot track has gradually declined since ~13 Ma (Pierce
and Morgan, 2009). Magmatic ﬂux variations with a range of different
time-scales are observed at other hotspots such as Hawaii, which provides the most extensive and detailed record owing to its seamount
chain dating back to ~ 80 Ma (van Ark and Lin, 2004; Vidal and
Bonneville, 2004). Plume ﬂux variations at the base of the lithosphere
may contribute to such phenomena, in addition to evolving stress in
the lithosphere (e.g., Hieronymus and Bercovici, 2001). Deeper origins of pulsating plume ﬂux and hotspot magmatic productivity
have also been proposed. Both numerical and analog experiments
suggest that slight disturbances of deep plume conduits by largescale ﬂow can create solitary waves or diapir chains rather than
vertically uniform conduits (Olson and Christensen, 1986; Schubert
et al., 1989).
5. Conclusion
We have imaged topography of the 410 and 660 beneath the
western U.S. with an unprecedented density and aperture of Ps receiver functions mapped to depth through VP and VS tomography
models of the same area. Mean 410 and 660 depths are 410 km and
656 km. These depths imply that a mean MTZ thickness is ~ 4 km
greater than the global mean suggesting slightly cooler mean temperature and/or enhanced water content, which are plausible considering the history of subduction. Beneath the Yellowstone hotspot
region is the shallowest 660 of the entire study area with a maximal
deﬂection of 18 km. The position of the 660 upwarp is consistent
with a low VP and VS anomaly that extends from the top of the MTZ
to about 900 km depth. Depth of the 410 beneath the Yellowstone region is near the mean depth. Between about 250 and 400 km the low
VP anomaly is disrupted and the low VS anomaly is continuous but has
diminished amplitude. Thus, MTZ topography and tomography images each indicate a vertically heterogeneous high temperature
plume extending across the 660 beneath the Yellowstone hotspot. Because large volumes of anomalously hot mantle are thought to be
generated only at thermal boundary layers and there is a lack of evidence for such boundaries between the 660 and D″, we favor a lower
mantle plume as the origin for the Yellowstone hotspot. It is clear that
this plume must interact with segmented slabs present beneath the
western U.S. in addition to radial viscosity variations and mineral
phase transitions. We suggest these inﬂuences have disrupted the
Yellowstone plume, speciﬁcally leading to absence of a large depression of the 410 and the vertically heterogeneous form of the lowvelocity anomaly imaged by tomography.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at doi:10.
1016/j.epsl.2012.03.025.
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Fig. 9. Mantle cross-section through the eastern SRP and Yellowstone caldera. The location of the cross-section is shown on VP and VS tomography maps at 100 km in A and B, respectively. Cross-sections through the VP and VS models are shown in C and D, respectively. Exaggerated (3 ×) 410 and 660 topography (black dashed) and mean depths (black line)
are indicated. The color scale for the tomography images is shown on the right of each panel.
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